
Our company is growing rapidly and is looking for a programmer / developer lead.
Please review the list of responsibilities and qualifications. While this is our ideal
list, we will consider candidates that do not necessarily have all of the
qualifications, but have sufficient experience and talent.

Responsibilities for programmer / developer lead

Researches and analyzes software products and computer systems to the
management
Performs system administration duties that may include the installation of
hardware and software on personal computers, workstations, and servers
4 to 8+ years of software development experience with particular
concentration in enterprise web applications using Java EE technologies
Working closely with the other developers, will participate in the system
architecture design, development, integration testing and validation,
(requirements to design to implementation to test) for a java back end
application
As part of maintenance the candidate is expected to diagnose and fix issues
in existing application components
Demonstrated expertise with Java, Object-Oriented Design and Java
Application Servers such as JBOSS or WebSphere, and relational databases
such as Oracle or MySQL
Extensive skills in JPA- Hibernate and strong SQL skills is required for this
position
Demonstrated ability to incorporate rigorous Unit testing as part of
development activities is essential
Code (preferably Java) and writing samples may be requested
End-to-end automation from Continuous Integration (CI) to Continuous
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Qualifications for programmer / developer lead

Strong Knowledge of internet technologies and languages (HTML, JavaScript,
XML, CSS, XSLT, XHTML)
JavaScript Frameworks (Angular, React, Node.js)
POX
Individual who exhibits passion and excitement over work and have can-do
attitude
Teamwork and team player who reaches out to peers and cooperate with
leads to establish an overall collaborative working environment
Quality of deliverables and passion for innovative way of doing release &
configuration management


